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WAR, INFLATION & RATES
The macro story changed in the first quarter from the pandemic to a new ground war in Europe. Also, concerns over
prolonged inflation have contributed to rising interest rates. The uncertainty and instability of the war alongside rising
rates have both contributed to challenging stock and bond returns in the first quarter.
Current events and news stories can create panic and move short term prices. Investors who wait for certainty and
stability may never invest. Understanding uncertainty and instability is an ever-present reality; building that reality
into your investment strategy is prudent. We believe the best way to invest during all times is to continue to adhere to
our principles- seeking to invest in consistent company performance driven by quality leadership and governance, as
well as identifying reasonable valuations and diversifying in a disciplined manner.

Fund Review Highlights

Vident Core US Equity Fund (VUSE)
VUSE returned -2.32% for Q1 while the S&P 500 Index
returned -4.60%. VUSE's stock selection in the materials,
communication and financial sectors were the most
additive when compared with the S&P 500.
Total annual operating expenses 0.50%.

Performance quoted represents past performance, which is no guarantee of future results. Investment return and principal value will fluctuate, so you may have a gain or loss when shares are sold. Current
performance may be higher or lower than that quoted. Short term performance is not a good indication of the fund’s future performance, and an investment should not be made based solely on returns. Please visit our
website www.videntfunds.com to obtain the most recent month-end returns.
S&P 500 Index measures the stock performance of 500 large companies listed on stock exchanges in the United States. The S&P 500 index is a market capitalization-weighted index of the 500 leading publicly
traded companies in the U.S.
Rather than taking the fund's market value change or total return, a NAV return uses the fund's change in net asset value over time instead. NAV can differ from a fund's market price since it is computed end-of-day,
while the securities held inside of a fund trade throughout each trading day.
Diversification does not guarantee against investment losses.

Vident International Equity Fund (VIDI)
VIDI returned -0.5% for Q1 while MSCI ACWI Ex USA (ACWX)* Index returned -5.44%.
The attribution of returns were fairly equal between country selection, stock selection
and currency in Q1. Overweights to Norway, Brazil and Chile were additive to VIDI’s
returns compared to ACWX. Stock selection in China, South Korea and Germany were
also additive to VIDI’s return compared to ACWX. Lastly an underweight to Japan’s Yen
was also additive to VIDI’s return compared to ACWX.

Total annual operating expense 0.61%.

Vident Core U.S. Bond
Strategy ETF (VBND)
VBND returned -6.63% for Q1 while the Bloomberg U.S.
Aggregate Bond (AGG) Index** returned -5.93. All bond sectors
were negative in the first quarter. The underperformance to
AGG Index's return was largely due to VBND's overweight to
corporate bonds. VBND's Index, the Vident Core U.S. Bond
Index™ (VUBDX) rebalances every quarter and reviews the
spreads¹ and momentum² in the bond market. The quarterly
signal in the index methodology results in the allocation
between high yield³, TIPS⁴ and Treasurys⁵. Currently the signal
is off for both TIPS and high yield.

Total annual operating expense is 0.41%.

U.S. Diversified Real Estate ETF (PPTY)
PPTY returned -3.76% in Q1, compared to -4.06 for MSCI US REIT Index (RMZ)***. Industrial, retail and residential
sectors contributed the most to the negative return for PPTY in Q1. Office, health care and lodging/resorts
sectors had positive returns in the quarter.

The fund’s total annual operating expenses after fee waiver is 0.49% and the total annual operating expense is 0.53%.

Carefully consider the Fund’s investment objectives, risk factors, charges and expenses before investing. A prospectus can be obtained by visiting www.videntfunds.com/etfs or by calling 800-617-0004. Please
read it carefully before investing. All performance quoted represents past performance, which is no guarantee of future results.
Investments involve risk. Principal loss is possible. The Funds have the same risks as the underlying securities traded on the exchange throughout the day at market price. Redemptions are limited and often
commissions are charged on each trade. Investments in foreign securities involve political, economic and currency risks, greater volatility and differences in accounting methods. These risks are greater for
investments in emerging markets. A fund that concentrates its investments in the securities of a particular industry or geographic area may be more volatile than a fund that invests in a broader range of
industries. Performance includes the reinvestment of dividends.
*MSCI ACWI ex USA Index (ACWX) is a market-cap-weighted index, designed to provide broad measure global stock performance, with the exception of U.S.-based companies. ACWX includes both developed and
emerging markets. *MSCI ACWI ex USA Value Index captures large and mid cap securities exhibiting overall value style characteristics across 22 Developed and 26 Emerging Markets countries. **AGG is a broad
base, market capitalization-weighted bond market index representing intermediate term investment grade bonds traded in the United States. The index tracks IG corporate debt, government debt, mortgagebacked securities (MBS) and asset-backed securities (ABS) to simulate the universe of investable bonds that meet certain criteria. ***The MSCI USA IMI Real Estate Index is designed to capture the large, mid
and small cap segments of the US equity universe.
¹A credit spread is the difference in yield between a U.S. Treasury bond and another debt security of the same maturity but different credit quality. ²Momentum is the rate of acceleration of a security's price or
volume, the speed at which the price is changing. It refers to the rate of change on price movements for a particular asset and is usually defined as a rate. ³High-yield bonds are bonds that pay higher interest
rates because they have lower credit ratings than investment-grade bonds. ⁴Treasury inflation-protected securities (TIPS) are a type of Treasury security issued by the U.S. government. TIPS are indexed to
inflation in order to protect investors from a decline in the purchasing power of their money. ⁵Treasury bonds (T-bonds) are government debt securities issued by the U.S. Federal government that have maturities
greater than 20 years.
The Vident Funds are distributed by ALPS Distributors, Inc. The fund's investment adviser is Vident Advisory, LLC. VIDI, VUSE, PPTY and VBND's sub-adviser is Vident Investment Advisory (VIA). Vident Financial
owns the indexes that underlie the funds. ALPS is not affiliated with Vident Financial, Vident Advisory or VIA.
Fund holdings and sector allocations are subject to change and should not be considered a recommendation to buy or sell any security.
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